Main Fabric

Cuff

PILLOW CASE

Accent Fabric
Standard Pillow Case
Fabric Requirements
Main Fabric
¾ Yd.
Cuff
⅓ Yd,
Accent Fabric
⅛ Yd.

Travel Pillow Case
Fabric Requirements
Main Fabric
5/8 Yd.
Cuff
⅓ Yd,
Accent Fabric
⅛ Yd.

Cutting
Main Fabric
Cuff
Accent Fabric

Cutting
Main Fabric
Cuff
Accent Fabric

26″ x 45″ Width of Fabric(WOF)
10″ x 45″ WOF
2″ x 45″ WOF

18″ x 30″
10″ x 30″
2″ x 30″

Directions
1. Fold accent fabric in half, lengthwise. Wrong sides together.
2. Machine baste folded accent strip onto the top edge of main fabric. Use ⅛″ seam allowance.
3. Sew the cuff onto the top edge of the main fabric. (Using the “Hot Dog” method.)
✦ With right sides together, sew the cuff (lengthwise) onto the top edge of the main fabric. Stitch through
cuff, folded accent fabric and main fabric. Use ¼″ seam allowance.
✦ Lay pillow case flat with the cuff flipped up. The right sides of cuff and main fabric should be facing up.
✦ Starting at the bottom, roll the main fabric into a long, skinny tube. Roll until it meets the accent fabric
strip.
✦ Wrap the cuff around the long skinny tube, creating the “Hot Dog”. The right sides of the cuff fabric
should be facing one another. The wrong side of the cuff should be facing out.
✦ Using a generous ¼″ seam, stitch cuff edges together. Sew through the cuff fabric, the accent strip, and
main fabric.
✦ Turn “Hot Dog” inside out. Hooray! The cuff and accent fabric are stitched on with a neatly encased
seam.
4. Complete the pillow case (using a French seam).
✦ Fold the pillow case in half, lengthwise, wrong sides together. Stitch the side seam with a ¼″ seam.
Press.
✦ Turn the pillow case so the right sides are together. Again stitch the side seam. This time with a ½″ seam
allowance.
✦ Stitch across the bottom of the pillow case with a ½″ seam allowance.
5. Turn right side out. Press. Pillow case completed.

